Adele Dellenbaugh Hofmann Award: Request for Nominations for the 1997 Award Recipient

The American Academy of Pediatrics Section on Adolescent Health selects one individual each year who exemplifies excellence in the field of adolescent health to receive the Adele Dellenbaugh Hofmann Award.

Qualifications to be considered:

- An advocate for adolescents who enhances the care of the adolescent in pediatrics.
- Exceptional circumstances, the individual should be a member of the American Academy of Pediatrics.
- The Award consists of a $1,000 honorarium, a plaque, and specified travel expenses to attend the AAP Annual Meeting, where the recipient will give a short presentation.
- Letters identifying possible nominees should be sent to: The American Academy of Pediatrics, Section on Adolescent Health, 141 Northwest Point Boulevard, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007.
- Supporting information for each nominee should include a statement from the nominator and biographical data, including current title, on the nominee. The statement from the nominator shall be limited to one page, double spaced and will indicate why the nominator feels the nominee qualifies for the Award.
- The nominator should request an additional letter of support from an individual who is familiar with the nominee’s work. The letter should contain examples of the actions or achievements that make the nominee outstanding and worthy to receive the Award.
- All materials should be postmarked to the address above by June 14, 1996.

The Adele Dellenbaugh Hofmann Award is supported by an educational grant from McNeil Consumer Products.
When you need to contact pediatricians, contact AAP News. Each month more than 50,000 pediatricians, third-year pediatric residents and other subscribers turn to AAP News for child health information they cannot get elsewhere. With a classified ad, you can speak directly to those readers.

**Rates:** The one-time cost for placing a classified ad is $140 for 30 or fewer words and $2 for each additional word. A $20 discount per month is allowed for ads that are published in three or more consecutive issues. The three ads must be purchased at the same time. Ads may be boxed for a one-time cost of $50.

 Blind Box Returns: Available for a $35 service charge per ad insertion. To reply to a box number, send your response to: Box Number, AAP News, Classified Ads, P.O. Box 927, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009-0927.

**Classification:** Classified ads are accepted under Business Services, General Announcements, Medical Meetings, Physicians Wanted, Positions Wanted, Practices Available, Publications, Real Estate and Residencies/Fellowships Available.

**Display Classified Ads:** Camera-ready and 2-color display classified ads are accepted under General Announcements, Medical Meetings, Physicians Wanted, Positions Wanted, Practices Available and Residencies/Fellowships Available. Contact AAP News for display classified ad sizes and rates.

**For more information, contact:** Pete Petersen, Classified Ad Coordinator, at (800) 433-9016, ext. 7667. In Illinois, (708) 981-7667. Advertisements and payments may be sent to: Classified Ads, AAP News, P.O. Box 927, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009-0927.

**Advertising Policy:** Although the Academy believes these classified ads are from reputable sources, the Academy does not investigate the offers made and assumes no responsibility concerning them.

**requiring** it is necessary to modify the wording of classified ads. These changes are generally made in compliance with the regulations of various federal and/or state commissions against discrimination or because they might be interpreted as being unlawful or in conflict with professional standards of medical practice.

Advertisements for employment containing specifications as to religion, age, race, gender, ethnic origin or national origin may be unlawful and professionally improper. Accordingly, discriminatory wording is not acceptable in AAP News.

Other phrases for publication in various advertising classifications which might be interpreted as being unlawful and in conflict with professional standards of medical practice could include: “Complete list of patients’ records for sale,” the offer of rebates or “kickbacks,” wording that could be interpreted as derogatory or defamatory to other physicians, the misrepresentation of skills expected or job requirements.

These advertising modifications are made to maintain a classified section that is commercially responsible, lawful, scientific and free of discrimination.

---

**Medical Meetings**

**April**

**Pediatrics Update** (Third Annual Lloyd Nolans), April 24-27, 1996, Hilton Head Island, S.C. Faculty: Dr. Grose, Honig, Lovejoy, Mauro, Rugge. Call/Write: Department of Medical Education, Lloyd Nolans Hospital, P.O. Box 538, Fairview, AL 35044; (205) 783-5276.

**Department of Pediatrics, University of South Florida College of Medicine, 17th Annual Issues and Advances in Pediatrics, Sheraton Sand Key Resort, Clearwater Beach, Florida, April 11th to 13th, 1996. Credit: it 18 hours AMA-I. For further information, contact Rebecca Scott at (813) 272-2744, fax (813) 272-2749.

**AAPP POLICY REFERENCE GUIDE** $49.50 for AAP members; contact AAP Publications, 141 Northwest Point Blvd., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007; (800) 433-9016.

---

**June**

**Pediatric Infectious Disease Seminar** (Fourteenth Annual Lloyd Nolans), June 18-22, 1996, Hilton Head Island, S.C. Faculty: Drs. Ambrosino, Edwards, Fereder, Marks, Sawyer. Call/Write: Department of Medical Education, Lloyd Nolans Hospital, P.O. Box 538, Fairview, AL 35044; (205) 783-5276.

**Pediatrics in the Good Old Summer-time, June 13 - 15, The Cloister, Sea Island, Georgia. 10 hours CME. Contact Louise Pringle-Jones; (800) 282-0242, ext. 5094.

**July**

**THE 19TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PEDIATRIC/ADULT ALLERGY AND CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY, July 19-21, 1996. Four Season’s Hotel, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Sponsored by Sunyab, 14 hours, Category I, AMA and AAPF Credit. Contact Jackie – phone (716) 876-7105; fax (716) 871-0413.

---

**Fellowships Available**

**Fellowship in Adolescent Medicine** – Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh, in conjunction with the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, has an opening available for a one- to three-year fellowship in adolescent medicine beginning July 1, 1996. The fellowship incorporates diverse clinical, teaching and research opportunities in primary and referral adolescent medicine, gynecology, sports medicine, school-based health care, and care of high-risk youth. For more information in research principles and methodology and courses leading to M.P.H. are available at the Graduate School of Public Health. Primary care residency applicants welcomed. Contact: Pamela J. Murray, M.A., M.H.P. Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15231, (412) 622-5507, An Equal Opportunity Employer.

---

**Physicians Wanted**

**Florida**

Recently trained BE/BC Pediatrician for growing practice in north Florida historic city. FT/PI. Early partnership with right person. Send CV to AAP News, Box 03015, 141 Northwest Point Blvd., Elk Grove Village, IL, 60007.

**Miami** – Solo pediatrician seeks BE/BC pediatrics for partnership. Well located 2,200 sq. ft. office, near tertiary pediatrics hospital. Principal plans to retire in two years. (305) 253-6654 or fax (305) 230-3501.

**Georgia**


**Neonatologist, Director** – 13-bed, Level II – NICU, 300+ admissions and 2,200 births in 1995. Candidate must be Board Certified. University town with 52,000 residents. Faculty status and possible fellowship in University School of Medicine. Excellent cultural, recreational and social amenities. Contact/Department of Pediatrics, University of Florida, Gainesville. Phone: (352) 395-1054. Fax: (352) 341-9101.

---

**CHARGE IT**

You can now charge your AAP News classified advertising costs on your Visa or MasterCard credit cards.

So charge ahead with your plans to advertise in AAP News. Call (800) 433-9016, ext. 7667, for classified advertising rates and deadlines.

---

**IT’S YOUR MOVE!**

Call Staff Care for qualified locum tenens opportunities nationwide.

(800) 685-2272

---
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Montana
Rocky Mountains: Enjoy quality of life in the great outdoors while practicing in a ready-made pediatrics practice. No competition or managed care. Call 1-406-Contact Heid Weidner, (800) 546-0954, I.D. 3997, or fax CV to (314) 726-3009.

New Jersey
PL-2 We are recruiting an additional PL-2, 1996, at UMDNJ—Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, New Brunswick, NJ. This university program has 35 residents, fellowships, and a large faculty. Must pass NBME, USMLE or FLEX to be promoted to PL-3. To apply: Barbara Snyder, M.D., Program Director, Department of Pediatrics, UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, CN-19, New Brunswick, NJ 08903-0019, Phone: 908-235-7883. The University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey is an Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer, m/f/d, and a member of the University Health System of New Jersey.

New Mexico

North Carolina
Pediatrician, BC/BE sought for thriving 5-partner pediatric practice in coastal North Carolina, near historic Outer Banks and Albemarle Sound. Send CV to: Dr. Sarah W. Hudton, 102 Medical Dr., Suite B, Elizabeth City, NC 27909.

Position Open: We are seeking 2 pediatricians to join an 8-member group. Desirable primary care prac- tice with sick child referral base from western North Carolina. Outstanding medical community with regional referral, tertiary care hospital with level III nursery staffed by 3 full-time neonatologists, and pediatric intensive care unit staffed by 2 full-time pediatric intensivists. There is also the opportunity for teaching in faculty practice and OB/GYN residency programs. Our practice is located in Asheville, N.C., a small to medium size city, located in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains which offers a wide variety of cultural and recreational opportunities, as well as a mild seasonal climate. Competitive compensation package. Contact Vivian Byas, Manager, (704) 254-5320.

Beautiful Charlotte, North Carolina! Two exciting pediatric opportunities exist: 1) Join two pediatricians in a neighborhood satellite practice setting situated in a vibrant Charlotte suburb; or, 2) practice in a large MSF environment! Both locations boast beautiful medical facilities, shared call coverage and a comprehensive salary and benefits package. For more details, please contact: Henry Rienstra or Mark Halik (800) 444-2159.

Oregon
Northwest Permanente, P.C., a physician-managed multispecialty group providing care for 380,000 members of Kaiser Permanente, is seeking BC/BE pediatrics for full-time and part-time positions in the Portland/Vancouver area to staff general pediatric clinics (includes urgent care call). Will also consider general pediatricians with NICU/PICU skills to attend at city-wide children’s hospital. We offer a stimulating professional environment, a beautiful recreation area with easy access to mountains and beaches, a competitive salary and benefits package including paid malpractice, sabbatical, two pension plans, and more. Please forward CV to A. Paul Weiland, M.D., Regional Medical Director, Northwest Perma- nente, P.C., 2701 N.W. Vaughn, Suite 300, Portland, OR 97210-5394, EOE.

Philadelphia Suburb — BC/BE pediatrician needed to join well established practice. Great growth potential with competitive salary leading to full partnership. Contact: (610) 277-4214 or (610) 277-3479, or fax (610) 272-4190.

Tennessee
Immediate and future opportunities to join a dynamic physician-owned multispecialty group in the scenic cities of Chattanooga and Cleveland. Excellent salary, benefits, and partnership options. Please call Sue Masterson at (404) 405-5985 or fax resume in confidence to (423) 670-5243.

Texas
Austin — BC/BE pediatrician needed for busy, established practice. Call 1:4, Salary, plus bonus, leading to partnership. Call or send CV with cover letter to: Jane Vogt, (800) 546-0954, I.D. #3691, 222 S. Central Ave., Suite 700, St. Louis, MO 63105; fax (314) 726-3009.

San Antonio: Pediatric Emergency Medicine — excellent opportunity at this Level II Children’s Hospital. ED has 35,000 visits annually. BC/BE pediatricians, fellowship trained in pediatric emergency medicine a plus. Competitive remuneration and malpractice insurance. Contact: Sheri Gibbs, Acute Care Specialists, (800) 422-3672, ext. 7644; fax CV to (305) 424-3270.

Wichita Falls — Opportunity for BC/BE pediatrician in a multispecialty group. Affiliate with the area’s leading hospital with 2,000 deliveries per year. One in five call arrangement. Compensation package of $130,000 plus benefits. Contact Jeff Hardelin at (806) 826-1857; SPSEA, Suite 250, Brownson Well, 2000 Waring Way, Wichita, KS 67402; fax (305) 426-0037.

ATTENTION DISORDERS
WITH OR WITHOUT OBSERVATIONS

BY BOTH PARENT AND TEACHER

Increase Diagnostic Accuracy with Observations
BY BOTH PARENT AND TEACHER

Accurate diagnosis of ADHD is often difficult because nearly 80% of ADHD children behave well in the doctor’s office. For this reason, physicians rely heavily on feedback from external sources in diagnosing, medicating, and monitoring children with attention disorders.

ACTeRS is a standardized teacher rating form for grades K-8 that objectively measures four separate characteristics: Attention, Hyperactivity, Social Skills, and Oppositional Behavior. The reliability, validity, and utility of ACTeRS have been repeatedly demonstrated in published studies and clinical trials throughout its 20-year research history. Teachers respond to the 24 items that describe classroom behavior. These ratings are summed and transferred to a separate Profile Form where norm comparisons are read directly.

The new ACTeRS: Parent Form helps improve diagnostic accuracy by offering objective infor- mation from parents. Parent observations, combined with the teacher’s perspective, provide a more complete representation of the child’s overall behavior. Similar in presentation to ACTeRS, the parent form measures the same four factors as the teacher’s form. By enhancing the care team’s questions with additional descriptive information, the form helps parents make accurate, informed observations about their children.

Both ACTeRS and the ACTeRS: Parent Form are available in English or Spanish. An English version microcomputer edition provides automatic scoring and report generation, and maintains multiple records for each child to facilitate longitudinal comparisons and medication effects.

ODRUG DISCOVERY
ODRUG DISCOVERY

Volunteer your skills!
Become a member of HEALTH VOLUNTEERS OVERSEAS!

Call 202 • 296 • 0928

ATTENTION DISORDERS
WITH OR WITHOUT OBSERVATIONS
BY BOTH PARENT AND TEACHER

- Examiner’s Kit (includes program manual and 100 Rating/Profile Forms) $64.00 plus $6.50 Shipping & Handling...
- Administration kit for 50: $100.00 plus $3.00 Shipping & Handling...
- $130.00
- Please send me more information.
- Check enclosed.
- Make check payable to VISA
- MasterCard
- EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE
NAME
SHIPPING ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
FAX

ADVERTISING PAYS
“I always get an excellent response when I use AAP News to find candidates for my open positions.”
- Stephanie Cerasuolo, EMAH Hospital Services

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

Classified Ads
Discover the World
Health Volunteers Overseas is dedicated to improving the availability and quality of health care in developing countries through training and education.

- 444-2159.
- 915 545-6787; fax (915) 545-6796. Texas Tech is an EOE.
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American Academy of Pediatrics, Young Investigator Research Grant for 1996

The AAP offers a NEW Research Grant for basic or clinical research by promising young investigators in the area of Genetics and Birth Defects. The applicant should be in a genetics or birth defects training program or have completed training within 3 years of the application deadline. The applicant should be a post-residency fellow, candidate fellow or full fellow of the AAP.

In making its selection, a special committee will review submitted materials for originality, scientific merit, succinctness and relevance. The recipient will receive a grant-in-aid of $20,000 and will be invited to present this work at the AAP Spring National Meeting, May 10-14, 1997, in San Diego.

The 1997 Young Investigator Research Grant is supported by an educational grant from Sigma-Tau Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

The deadline for submission is June 3, 1996. For more information about this opportunity which includes application procedures and a copy of the application form, please contact:

Young Investigator Research Grant, c/o Jackie Bucko, Sections Manager, American Academy of Pediatrics, Department of Education, 141 Northwest Point Boulevard, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, (800) 433-9016 extension 6759

Virginia

Riverside Regional Medical Center in Newport, News, Virginia, is currently recruiting for a Board Eligible/Board Certified pediatrician to join Riverside Pediatrics, a group of eight physicians. Responsibilities include clinical practice in one of the three newly constructed Pediatric Ambulatory Centers, and inpatient coverage for these patients. Additionally, this group provides the pediatric education for the hospital-based Family Medicine and Transitional Residency programs. This is an excellent opportunity for someone interested in combining a career in clinical and academic medicine, while living in one of Virginia’s most attractive areas. Contact: Rosa Fuste, M.D., Riverside Pediatric Center, 316 Main Street, Newport News, VA 23601; (804) 594-3324.

Washington

Southwest — Five-pediatrician group seeks BC/BE pediatrician. Excellent schools. Ocean, mountains. Portland, Ore., 30-60 minutes away. Contact: Kathleen Schatzel, M.D., Child and Adolescent Clinic, 971 11th Avenue, Longview, WA 98632; (360) 577-1771.

Multiple States

Florida and Virginia — Hospital-based pediatricians and neonatologists for fulfilling and gratifying careers. Very attractive call schedules offering participation in all areas of pediatric or neonatology practice. High quality, subspecialty support. Opportunities in areas of high geographic desirability. Children’s Hospital Services offers an outstanding employee compensation package, including full benefits and professional liability insurance. Contact: Dee Crum, Children’s Hospital Services, Inc., 8551 W. Sunrise Blvd., Suite #304, Plantation, FL 33322; (305) 236-3344. A/E/E, M/F.

General

Recruiting for J-1 waiver-qualified — excellent practice opportunities in underserved health shortage areas. Call J-1 Foreign Medical Graduate Recruiting and Advisory Services (304) 806-3482.

Let an AAP News ad work for you.

Call now for FREE classified ad information:

(800) 433-9016, ext. 7667

For complete info:

1-800-497-6573

U.S. PATENT

5,341,127

IDEAS FOR LIVING, Inc.

1285 N. Cedarbrook

Boulder, CO 80304
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

Submissions are welcome from all health professionals. Membership in the Academy or a given Section is not required. However, the Section on Perinatal Pediatrics and the Section on Surgery require a sponsor for any paper whose authors are not Section members.

The abstract deadline is April 1, 1996. The “Call for Abstracts” was mailed in January to members of the Sections listed above. If you require abstract information and a submission packet, please contact: AAP Division of Sections, 141 Northwest Point Blvd, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, or call 800/433-9016, ext. 7879.

American Academy of Pediatrics

16TH ANNUAL
Medical Communications & Health Reporting Conference*

April 25-28, 1996
The Crowne Plaza - Miami, Florida

The annual Medical Communications and Health Reporting conference is a unique training and networking event designed for medical professionals who communicate complex medical and health care information to the public. From on-camera coaching to demonstrations of the latest technologies, the Medical Communications and Health Reporting Conference enables participants to expand their ability to communicate, listen and present – in any medium.

Workshops are offered at introductory and advanced levels in writing, presenting, learning to read a tele-prompter, “packaging” news stories, and speechmaking essentials, including delivery, using visuals, fielding questions and booking speaking engagements.

SPECIAL CONFERENCE FEATURES?

- Discussions on a variety of relevant medical communications issues
- Coaching and tips in small group and one-on-one sessions
- Networking with media and medical media professionals

For information or to register call (312) 464-5852.
* An expansion of the AMA’s popular annual Health Reporting Conference

International Health Training in Complex Humanitarian Emergencies

Organization and skill training for care of children and families designed for pediatricians, primary health providers, NGO relief professional and mental health professionals

July 8-13, 1996 ■ Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine ■ Cleveland, Ohio

After attending this program participants will be able to:

- Identify the most important problems and priorities in complex humanitarian emergencies
- Identify organizations most frequently involved in providing help in complex humanitarian emergencies and define their roles and strengths
- Do emergency nutritional assessments
- Complete health profiles on refugee groups and plan interventions based on results
- Define common psychosocial issues and the means of addressing them
- List basic points of international law including the Geneva Conventions that relate to all persons involved in complex humanitarian emergencies
- List security issues that are important in complex humanitarian emergencies
- Practice skills in conflict resolution, negotiation, cross cultural communication and barefoot language learning

Faculty include: Frederick M. Burkle, Jr., M.D., MPH, FAAP; Scott Lillibridge, M.D.; Les Roberts, Ph.D.; Col. Robert MacPherson, USMC (ret.); Karen Olness, M.D., FAAP; Charles Keley, Ph.D.; Eric Kodish, M.D., FAAP; Sara Loue, Ph.D.; Mary O’Connor, M.D., MPH, FAAP; Sharon Scinariello, Ph.D.

Maximum enrollment 68. Tuition $500; limited tuition assistance may be available. Dormitory and hotel housing are available.

For information contact: Karen Olness, M.D., Rainbow Babies and Childrens Hospital, 11100 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44106; phone (216) 368-0072; fax (216) 368-0116; e-mail kno@pnr.cwru.edu

PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT
KEEPPING RURAL HEALTHY:
A COMMUNITY CHALLENGE
19th Annual National Conference National Rural Health Association May 15 - 18, 1996 Minneapolis, Minnesota

Sponsored by:
University Hospitals of Cleveland
Presented with the support of: Center for International Health, Case Western Reserve University, American Academy of Pediatrics, International Pediatrics Association
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Efficacy, good taste
and a heritage of trust
for cold & allergy relief.

For 30 years, Dimetapp has provided effective
cold and allergy relief plus the great, grape taste
that gives Dimetapp its compliance
advantage. And both Dimetapp® Elixir
and Dimetapp® DM are alcohol-free.

Dimetapp. The brand recommended by
physicians over 200 million times.